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2 CD MP3 audio lus par Bernard Giraudeau. Auteur: J.K. Rowling, Editeur: Gallimard Jeunesse,

Date de parution: 26/10/2007, Collection: Ecoutez Lire Jeunesse, Format: 14 cm x 13 cm, ISBN:

F015455610. AprÃƒÂ¨s un horrible ÃƒÂ©tÃƒÂ© chez les Dursley, Harry Potter entre en

quatriÃƒÂ¨me annÃƒÂ©e au collÃƒÂ¨ge de Poudlard. ÃƒÂ€ quatorze ans, il voudrait simplement

ÃƒÂªtre un jeune sorcier comme les autres, retrouver ses amis Ron et Hermione, assister avec eux

ÃƒÂ  la Coupe du Monde de Quidditch, apprendre de nouveaux sortilÃƒÂ¨ges et essayer des

potions inconnues. Une grande nouvelle l'attend ÃƒÂ  son arrivÃƒÂ©e : la tenue ÃƒÂ  Poudlard

d'un tournoi de magie entre les plus cÃƒÂ©lÃƒÂ¨bres ÃƒÂ©coles de sorcellerie. DÃƒÂ©jÃƒÂ  les

spectaculaires dÃƒÂ©lÃƒÂ©gations ÃƒÂ©trangÃƒÂ¨res font leur entrÃƒÂ©e... Harry se rÃƒÂ©jouit.

Trop vite. Il va se trouver plongÃƒÂ© au cÅ“ur des ÃƒÂ©vÃƒÂ©nements les plus dramatiques qu'il

ait jamais eu ÃƒÂ  affronter. EnvoÃƒÂ»tant, drÃƒÂ´le, bouleversant, ce quatriÃƒÂ¨me tome est le

pilier central des aventures de Harry Potter.
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Reading this book wasn't just fun, but it really helped me in my French. I learned more in reading it

than I have in all of my classes combined. There are some little changes in it, but that is because of

the language difference and my over-reading the English version led me to know its wording too

well. Still, that only made it more fun. I'd recommend this to any French student.

Harry Potter et la Coupe de Feu, et bien, Harry commence un nouveau cour dans son ecole

(Hogwarts), mais avant de aller il va a la competence de Quidditch plus grande du monde, ou

jouaient tous les equippes de Quidditch Profesionnel. Dans le nouveau cour il a un nouveau

Professeur: Moody, un type effrayant qui peut voir dans les cappes invisibles et les habits, des

personnages vieux comme Dobby, Charles Weasley et Bill Weasley et des nouveaux comme

Winky, Messieur Croch, etc. Aussi, il ni a pas de Quidditch entre les Maisons cet an, parce que il



aura unne competence entre ecolles, avec des preuves que notre heros et des etudients de otres

ecoles (Beauxbattons de France et Drunmstang de Bulgarie) doivent passer et que menacent avec

la mort. Si vous avez deja lu les 3 premier livres, je suis sur de que vous ne peuvez pas attender a

la sortee de celui-ci.

I have to admit that I enjoyed book four less than the other three--when I read it in English. For

some reason the story seemed fragmentary, overly complex, and poorly focused. I felt the movie

brought a greater sense of direction and theme to the story. After having read the book again in

French, however, I'm inclined to feel I misjudged it. I suppose, having to focus my own attention

more closely to read the material in a foreign language, I saw the mental lines along which the story

was constructed more clearly. The author is truely brilliant.As before, this book in French, too, is a

wonderful way to learn the language. Book four is definitely more complex in vocabularly and

gramatical structure than the earlier books, just as it is in English, but also as in English, it coaxes

the reader along, encouraging him or her to stretch a little bit to understand that word or that

sentence, to be just a bit more patient and put it all together. Reading Harry in French gave me once

again that same sense of joy I had when learning to read in the first place.

I am learning French and bought the Harry Potter books to supplement my textbook and the

language-learning apps I put on my phone. So far, just from flipping through the pages, I know that it

will be both rewarding and challenging to learn Harry Potter through the lense of another language

and culture.

Adler's Foreign Books is the best book seller I've dealt with in a very, very long time. Package

arrived within about 4 days, well before the earliest estimated delivery date. Book in beautiful

condition, as described! Makes my review of French grammar & vocab so much fun, translation

seems excellent.

All of the Harry Potter books are very good. J.K. Rowling is a proficient writers with a keen intellect

and a vast knowledge of human nature. I've only read the books in French but I've seen the movies

in Engish. The books are better than the movies in my opinion and and the movies are top drawer.

I bought the French translation of Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire for my son who began his first

year of French this year in Middle School. It has been great fun and encouragement for him. His



teacher found it fun as well, reading short excerpts from it to the French class. Everyone loves

Harry!

This book is wonderful and is one of the best ways to study French. It is by far the best and most

enjoyable learning tool for its cost. The vocabulary is just diverse enough to stretch the dedicated

student, but comes in the midst of an engrossing story which will draw any reader through chapters

and chapters of beloved story. The familiarity of Harry Potter is a great asset in reading this book, as

it can help you understand the story and figure out unfamiliar words. Also, it motivates you to read

the entire thing from start to finish. Harry Potter is highly entertaining in any language and will

provide a great learning experience. I read this book for fun in English, and it was still fun when I

read it in French. Learning the language just comes as a nice bonus.
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